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Hi Property People
I hope you’re all hanging on in there. Are any of you spending more time visitng Pattaya 
than you had first envisaged? Perhaps you are paying for costly hotel rooms or simply 
looking to go for a less expensive rental? Well do we have a deal for you!

Go visit the team at Pattaya Property Base Management’s Office at Arcadia Beach 
Continental and get a brand new condo with all the beautiful amenities outlined in this 
month’s cover story for a rental price of only 7,500 baht a month 

It’s a stunning development that has only just opened. Everything is brand new and the 
units are fully furnished so you can literally move straight in and have all you need right 
there.I can’t think of a better place to inexpensively see out the lockdown - and here’s 
hoping that isn’t for too much longer! 

www.pattayatrader.com

+66 (0) 38 232 103

facebook.com/ptyatrdr

facebook.com/ptyatrdr

pattayatrader@pattayatrader.com

@PattayaTrader

Voova Building 138/1 M.12 Soi 
Chaiyapruk 1, Jomtien, Nongprue, 
Banglamung, Chonburi 20150 
Thailand
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www.pattayatrader.com
www.issuu.com/pattayatrader

Read the Trader as an online flipbook on 
your computer, tablet or smartphone on the 
following websites:

Interested in advertising?
Mobile: 08 3768 3696
Email: pattayatrader@pattayatrader.com

SPECIAL OFFER ONLY 7,500 BAHT PER MONTHSPECIAL OFFER ONLY 7,500 BAHT PER MONTH

1919
DEEP CLEAN WITH CLEAN4UDEEP CLEAN WITH CLEAN4U

1111
BARRY AND GLORIA ON TMNBARRY AND GLORIA ON TMN

Take care everyone and Stay Safe!. 

Gloria  

@
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M
ark Quinn is no stranger to Thailand in fact he spent 
7 years living in Koh Samu  but he is relatively new to 
Pattaya,only joining the successful Town & Country team 
in  November last year. Prior to that and after his time in 

Samui,he started his own agency in Khon Kaen where he lives with 
his wife, children and many dogs! Initially he told me there were only 
5 “There are actually six because I forgot about the chihuahua,it’s 
more of a toy really. The others are all much larger - I love big dogs” 

back to Khon Kaen Friday to be there on the weekend returning to  
Pattaya for Monday.

So what has living in these strange times that we all face 
ourselves in right now meant for Mark? 

“Well the twice weekly trips that I do between Khon Kaen - Pattaya 
have gone from a door to door time of 21/2 hours to 7 hours now 

eaten at the desk and yet we are still surprisingly busy at this time” 

Complex Condotel there is a sign on the impressive doors,advising 

table in the meeting room so sitting the requisite 1 ½ metres apart is no problem.

“When we go for viewings we have to be very careful. There are strict instructions for the owner not to be present and 

actively employed mainly replying to emails. These may take the form of enquiries from existing clients who wish to re-
evaluate where they want to sit out the virus. Or they can be new enquiries from overseas clients wanting to do some 
research as to what they might be able to rent or acquire once Thailand opens up again.”

business. He is also extremely affable and a pleasure to talk to. This of course has helped him form many friendly 
relationships with his clients and customers. I also admire his energy and resourcefulness. At a time when many have 
simply given up the ghost (as they say) Mark is still thinking out of the box for new ideas and managing to maintain a 
positive outlook - more power to you Mark !  

MARK QUINN
    GENERAL MANAGER AT          

By Gloria Jones
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The Pattaya Property Market Before COVID-19 

• n 

• 

• 

The Aftermath of 2019’s Decline 

-

Pattaya Property Market Before and After COVID-19
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The Pattaya Property Market at the Approach & Turn of 2020

• 
• 
• 

• 

The First Wave of Corona Virus & Its Impact on Pattaya 

-

What Does This Mean for Real Estate Agencies in Pattaya? 
-

Rental Prices are Low & There are Plenty of Properties for Sale 

How Can We Be Sure That the Property Market Will Bounce Back? 
-
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T he impact of the last couple of months will have undoubtably left an 
impression on everyone around the world and caused a lot of people to 
have a rethink about what is important. Music has been, and always will 

be, great therapy for life enhancement. 

Pattaya People Radio on 96FM and online via the free downloadable Pattaya 
People app has not stopped providing a wonderful addition to each treasured day 
and still provides a happy, positive, uplifting vibe with it’s ‘Sunshine Hits On 96’.

This is the time to look forward and spread feelings of joy for the good things we 
have in our lives with a greater appreciation of them.

96 fm and now, the revamped Kiss 91.75 fm spearheaded by new production 
manager Dave Ward, are an integral part of the Pattaya ExPats community and 
the soundtrack for all Ex Pats living in Pattaya.

Both radio stations can be heard in your car or on any household radio plus online 
with the Pattaya People free app which can easily be downloaded to your mobile 
device or computing receiver. 

Top quality sound and varied enjoyable content 24 hours a day from both of our 

in fact, outside of Pattaya and, in fact, anywhere in the world.

KISS 91.75fm and online offers a mixture of cool Tropical House music sounds plus a selection of modern dance hits.
The best commercial playlist in town is on 96fm and is regularly updated with lots of great new popular tunes and 
additional oldies but goldies which are bound to get your groove on…baby!  Continuous ‘sunshine hits on 96’ provide 
great entertainment with ‘less chat, more music’ as a credible slogan. 

The music policy of 96FM, as programmed by 
station production manager/presenter Barry Upton, 
who has a wealth of experience in all areas of music, 
is a healthy combination of classics, together with 
the best of the latest offerings, plus the odd surprise 
here and there.

Each day’s playlist is carefully put together from 
seven decades of hits, plus occasional chats with 
interesting local guests to the 96FM studios.

All through the weekend, a full service of 
entertainment can be enjoyed.

For more information contact Pattaya People Media Group by e-mailing info@pattayapeople.com.  
-  Get your kicks on 96 
We are Ready, Steady, Go … for aural fun in Pattaya.

The weekly schedule, once things back to normal, is:
8am to 12 noon  – ‘Morning Glory’ with Barry Upton

12 noon to 2pm  – ‘Let’s Do Lunch’ with DJ Johnny P

2pm to 4pm      – ‘Afternoon Delight’, now with DJ S. J. 

4pm to 6pm      – ‘The Sundowner Show’ with Barry Upton

6.20pm to 8am   – All Night Long (featuring Paul Rosenberg) 

  
MSN International News in English is at

12 noon, 2pm, 4pm & 8pm

96FM Pattaya People Radio 

READY, STEADY, GO.
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D espite the problems caused by recent 
unavoidable events, PPTV has been at the 
forefront of providing important information 

for our Pattaya Ex-Pat community with a wealth of 
up to date information about subjects close to our 
hearts.

Now on the TMN cable network, internet access from 
the Pattaya People web site, www.pattayapeople.
com and the free Pattaya People app., means that 
our weekly updated output can be sought easily, 
even on your smartphone with interesting features 
and essential programming. 

date immigration news from Key Visa with the latest 
rules and regulations, plus the latest features with 
interesting content from guests.

Barry Upton & Paul Rosenberg will bring us all up to date with what’s happening around the many diverse live music 
venues here in Pattaya.

goings on around town, plus many interesting local celebrity interviews and interesting features.

If you have any ideas for items or can recommend new people for Barry to chat to for his ‘Pattaya Stories’ series or any 
other features, please contact Pattaya People Media Group by e-mailing to info@pattayapeople.com.

Don’t forget to download the FREE ‘Pattaya People’ app so you can access the TV output on your handheld device, 
anytime and anywhere in the world.

PATTAYA PEOPLE TELEVISION

Lifting Restrictions 
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If you have some extra time,
why not do a little spring cleaning?

By Cheyenne Hollis

C scouring menus on food delivery websites is fun, you could also be productive during this time. Why not 
partake in a little spring cleaning? Perhaps the biggest obstacle is picking a place to start, so we’ve put 
together some ways you can get started.

There is no bad place to start your spring cleaning. One way to get the ball rolling is by starting in the bedroom. This is 
especially good for families since everyone can hit the ground running in their individual room and then come together 
in the other parts of the house. 

Or if you live in a studio or smaller condominium unit, it may make sense to start from your front door and end at the 
balcony or window. It is easy to keep track of progress this way and helps you avoid messing up areas you’ve already 
cleaned.

cleaning.

Many places can collect a lot of dust for whatever reason. If this sounds like your residence, start spring cleaning high 

where you can sweep and mop it away. 

Spring cleaning is a great time to take inventory of what’s in your house and clearing out items you don’t need. This 
could be anything from clothes and shoes to old appliances and even books. Any items that are still good but just don’t 

Chances are your home contains a few places that happen to be hard to reach. Ceilings or narrow spots, such as the 
space between the refrigerator and counter, aren’t made for human hands and arms. Never fear, all you have to do is tie 
a towel to the end of a broom. This tool should help you get to those once unreachable spots.

A lot of dust makes its way into your mattress, couch and fabric chairs. When you vacuum, be sure you hit these items 
as well. Then when you’ve done your cleaning make sure to wash your broom, mop, towels, dusters and all those other 

around the house.
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Atake some comfort from the fact that there is at least a little light now appearing at the 
end of the tunnel. Businesses, professional services, restaurants and property owners 

are all gearing  themselves up for visitors, be they from Bangkok, other parts of Thailand or 
hopefully even other countries.

For those brave enough to start venturing out and 
eventually abroad for their holidays, it is a good idea to 

reassure them and yourselves, that you are doing everything 
you can to keep everybody safe in your establishment. Now 

more than ever you should be considering the services of a 
professional cleaner.

Since arriving at their Pattaya home on Thepprasit Road, Clean4U have gone from 
strength to strength. Their range of services now extends to  

Mattress sanitization and now very sensibly a Deep Cleaning service.

The deep cleaning service is at least 1and a half hours (depending on the size of the 
premises) of extremely thorough cleaning by professional cleaners. They will bring 
everything they need with them including their own protective clothing and masks. 
Then they will thoroughly clean and disinfect 
extremely thoroughly.

a call today and Stay Safe!

By Gloria Jones
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Moving tenants in and out of your rental property
By Virginia Ewart-James

Once an offer has been agreed on your property 
and you are happy with the prospective 
tenants, a tenancy agreement will be drawn 

up (usually by the letting agent) which details the 
terms of the agreement.

If you are employing the services of a managing 
agent for the letting, they should be able to advise 
you as to the next steps for the tenant to move in, 
but follow this quick checklist to make sure that the 
paperwork is completed and everything is set for 
the tenant.

• The tenancy agreement is signed by both the 
landlord and the tenant – original copies are 
preferable where possible.

• The tenant has paid in cleared funds the 

• The property is ready for the tenant, it has 
been cleaned throughout and everything is 
in working order, and anything that ha been 

• If the tenant is paying for the utilities, ensure 
that the electricity meter is read and that you 
close the accounts for other services such as 
telephone, television packages and internet.

• There are complete sets of working keys or 
keycards including a postbox key.

• A check in is conducted where an inventory of the items in the property are checked, and the condition of them is 
noted. A copy is required to be given to the tenant for their records.

• The tenant is advised who is the point of contact in case of an emergency or if the property needs any repairs, 
and given up to date contact details.

• If the rent is being paid directly to you rather than the managing agent, ensure that the tenant has your bank 
details.

• If you are employing the services of a managing 
agent for the letting, check how regularly they are 
planning to inspect the property, if not, advise the 
tenant that you will be conducting these instead.

At the expiration of the tenancy or if the agreement 
has been terminated earlier by mutual agreement of 
both parties, or if a break clause has been exercised, 
to ensure that your tenants are checked out of the 
property properly, follow these quick points.

• Once the tenant has moved out and removed all 
their personal possessions, the property needs 
to be checked for any damage above fair wear 
and tear to determine the deductions, if any, from 
the deposit.  

• Check that the rent has been paid in full before 
returning the deposit.

• The tenant has returned the same number of 
keys that were issued at the commencement of 
the tenancy.

• Take the electricity meter reading and check that 
the tenant has closed the utility accounts.
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